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How to Generate 4 Highly Targeted, 

"Eager-To-Meet" Insurance & Financial 

Appointments with Money to Spend 

With a Free LinkedIn Account in 

Just 21 Minutes a Day 

 

Compliments of InsuranceWebX  

The Stealth LinkedIn LeverageTM Report 
Jeremiah Desmarais 

Founder, Agency Growth Academy 
TED Speaker, Top 40 Marketers Under 40 

As Cited on CNN, Worth, NBC and FOX News 

 

“I earned $8,327 in commissions in less than 24hrs with just ONE of his 

strategies that took me 20 minutes to execute. Thank YOU!” 

- M. C, Agency Principal 
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LinkedIn®, the LinkedIn logo, the IN logo and InMail are registered trademarks or trademarks of LinkedIn 

Corporation and its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. The content of this report is for 

educational purposes only. We are not affiliated with LinkedIn Corporation. 

The information contained in this report is for general information purposes only. The information is 

provided by the Agency Growth Academy and while we endeavor to keep the information up to date and 

correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the 

completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the report or the information, 

products, services, or related graphics contained on the report for any purpose. Any reliance you place on 

such information is therefore strictly at your own risk. 

In no event will we be liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential 

loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever arising from loss of data or profits arising out of, or in 

connection with, the use of this report. 

Through this report you are able to link to other websites which are not under the control of the Agency 

Growth Academy. We have no control over the nature, content and availability of those sites. The 

inclusion of any links does not necessarily imply a recommendation or endorse the views expressed 

within them. 

Every effort is made to keep the report up and running smoothly. However, Agency Growth Academy 

takes no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, the report being temporarily unavailable due to 

technical issues beyond our control. 

Every effort has been made to accurately represent this product and it’s potential. Even though this 

industry is one of the few where one can write their own check in terms of earnings, there is no guarantee 

that you will earn any money using the techniques and ideas in these materials. Examples in these 

materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee of earnings. Earning potential is entirely 

dependent on the person using our product, ideas and techniques. We do not purport this as a “get rich 

scheme.” 

Any claims made of actual earnings or examples of actual results can be verified upon request. Your level 

of success in attaining the results claimed in our materials depends on the time you devote to the 

program, ideas and techniques mentioned, your finances, knowledge and various skills. Since these 

factors differ according to individuals, we cannot guarantee your success or income level. Nor are we 

responsible for any of your actions.   
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Dear Insurance or Financial Advisor,  

In this report, you're going to learn a powerful strategy that myself and hundreds of insurance and 

financial advisors have used to get massive leverage on one of the most popular social networks for 

business professionals: LinkedIn. 

In fact, after using this step-by-step strategy, one agent sent me this: 

 

First, Let’s Set the Record Straight About LinkedIn 

Most advisors think LinkedIn is kind of a dusty social network, right?  

Maybe you put your profile up there several years ago… and every now and then somebody connects 

with you… but you really haven't done anything with it.  

It could be your photo is a little bit outdated and all you really use a LinkedIn for is simply to connect 

with people almost like a second Rolodex.  

 

Despite What You Might Think, LinkedIn Has Been One of 

THE Most Powerful Social Networks for Advisors 

And in this report, you're going to learn a powerful system on how you can use predictable steps to 

get leads to come into you EVERY. SINGLE. MONTH. 

I'm going to show you the step-by-step framework, exactly what to say, and exactly what to do. 

By the way, if you’re on LinkedIn, feel free to connect with me here and give me a +1 if you found 

this report useful  

 

  

http://www.linkedin.com/in/jeremiahdesmarais/
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This Framework Is Worth – On the Low End - $96,000 

If You Just Do It Consistently For Just 20 Minutes a Day 

Not too long ago Fortune did a front cover story on LinkedIn and how it’s ‘Change the Face of Business’. 

No wonder, check out these stats: 

 Every 2 seconds, there’s a new person joining LinkedIn… Source: LinkedIn 

 Forty percent of people on LinkedIn check it EVERY. SINGLE. DAY… Source: Media Bistro 

 There are two hundred conversations going on via LinkedIn every MINUTE… Source: Mashable 

 Eight thousand NEW groups are created every week… Source: Mashable 

On top of this, LinkedIn users are generally wealthier (39% make over 100k), have more education (74% 
have at least a college education) and are more mature (68% are over the age of 35). 

 

The Easy LinkedIn Prospecting Formula That 

Made An Advisor $8,000 For 20 Minutes Of Work 

LinkedIn doesn’t have to be complicated. I shared the following strategy with a commercial lines producer 
that was skeptical of my approach. (Aren’t they all at first ;) 

But he decided to give it a try, and was able to set up 3 appointments that netted him $8000-10,000 in 
commissions for less than 20 minutes of work. 

Here’s how he did it, and you can to. 

 

Use My Stealth LinkedIn LeverageTM Prospecting Formula 

to Build Your Lead Funnel Today 

Step 1: Do a search for a group of your target market clients i.e. Construction, accounting, software 
companies, universities, small business owners, investors, act. And your state. 
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Step 2: Join the group of your target market clients. 

 

 

Step 3: Once you’re in, click on the ‘Members’ link on the group home page 
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Now you’ll see ALL the members in this group. 

 

 

Step 4: Connect with 50 people per day using the ‘Connect’ link. Do this EVERY business day. Consistency 
is the KEY to this strategy! 
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If you keep up this pattern for a solid five days, you’ll start having people agree to connect with you. The ratio 
is usually 3:1. For every three connection requests you send out, one person will agree to connect. 

Step 5: Once you receive an agreement to connect, send a personalized messages to 10 people per day that 
gives value, like a link to your YouTube videos or a handy report you’ve written  

Here’s a sample message: 

Hi Tom, Thanks for connecting. I noticed we’re both part of the HR Professionals group. I help HR 
professionals provide [INSERT YOUR UNIQUE SALES PROPOSITION] to their executive level staff. Would 
you have 5 min to jump a quick call to see if there might be a good fit? 

 

 

Step 6: Set up appointments with those that reply 

All of this can be done with a free account. 
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Here’s The Framework for You to Duplicate 

 

 

How to Model This Framework for a 

Predictable 240 New, Exclusive Leads Per Year  

The key to this strategy is to find the right message, test it and once you have winner, outsource it to 
someone who can do it for you.  

Do the math: 

If you send out 50 a day, this could generate…  

15 new connections per day… OR 75 per week… OR three hundred per month. 

If you’re terrible at this, and you only get ONE new lead a day, that’s five new leads a week.  

OR twenty new leads a month… OR 240 new leads a year. 

The average price for an exclusive lead these days ranges from $20 to $300 per lead 

If you take the free leads you’d be getting from LinkedIn, that’s over $7,000 in FREE, exclusive leads 
every year. 

 

Here’s some Bar Napkin Math That Shows How You 

Can Translate This into A $98,000 Cash Boosting Raise This Year  

 

The average agent can close two out of ten cold market leads.  
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Using our previous numbers, that’s 48 new sales a year… OR four new sales a month. 

If you’re making a low end first year commission of $2000 per sale, that’s an extra $8,000 per month. 

Note: If you’re in the commercial lines, life or annuity market, you can multiply this significantly. 

An extra $8,000 per month is $96,000 at the end of the year. All profit.  

So what’s next? 

After reading this report, you have three choices: 

1) Go ahead and apply what you’ve learned 
2) Stay in touch and as I release more videos to help you grow 
3) Let us actually DO the work for you 

If you’re stuck, frustrated and ready to get out of your growth ‘rut’, this may be for you. 

 

If you’re ready to sit back and relax… 

While we do ALL the work and GUARANTEE appointments… 

Then Keep Reading 

 

An Exclusive Invitation To Join My Private Group Of Insurance and Financial Advisor 

Clients To Build Your Local Business Presence With Twenty Appointments A Month – 

GUARANTEED. 

 

 

 

As a ‘thank you’ for reading this report, I’d like to offer you an opportunity to jump on a one-on-one 

call to see how we can help you make even MORE breakthroughs in your agency.  

You see, after having worked with over 100,000 advisors in 51 countries, my team has dialed in the Number 

One reason why most advisors don’t succeed with the reports they read.  

Can you take one guess?  

They don’t do the WORK! 

That’s why I created an exclusive ‘Done For You’ opportunity that has been built over 8 years and with 50 

advisors that have proven the model.  

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com
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Would you like Twenty Ready-To-Meet, Face-To-Face  

Business Networking Appointments to 

Meet Every Week – GUARANTEED? 

If that sounds good to you, then what we offer might be a good fit.  

Using our proprietary methodology, we will build you a sizeable local business network with YOU at the 

center. This means that in your local area you will be known as… 

The Connector…  

The Power Player…  

The ‘One To Know’… 

We use LinkedIn to help you do that, and handle all the mechanics for you.  

Your commitment is to simply log in twice a day for 15 minutes, and reply to the people that will be emailing 

you to meet. And of course, handle the appointments. 

 

There’s Nothing More Valuable You Could Be Doing with an Hour of Your Time 

Considering That One System Could Generate 5 New Appointments a Week 

Until The Day You Retire 

As you may or may not know, I don’t offer these calls to just anyone. No "special offers." Company policy.  

But you’ve taken the time to review this entire document – which I purposely made intensive and illustrative 

so that the tactical thinkers would be repulsed and look elsewhere.  

 

I’m Looking for Insurance & Financial Advisors Who Are Ready to Take Their 

Agencies to the Next Level of Pre-Eminence,  

Success and Wealth – With No Apologies for Thinking Big 

In this strategy session we’ll take a look at your business model, your geographic area, and if you would be a 

good fit for this program.  

Due to territory restrictions, we also look to see that we don’t have any other advisors in your area that would 

crowd your possibilities.  

Click here to APPLY to see if you qualify 

for this Breakthrough Done-For-You Service 

 

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com/
http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com/
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Fair warning: we reject 30% of applications due to 

the high value of our program, so take your time. 

If you qualify, you’ll be asked to select a few times that work for you and us, and we’ll take it from there.  

Again, I don’t promise you anything from this call except that if you come with your “A Game” – total focus, 

commitment and transparent honesty with where things are in your agency and life, we’ll help you come up 

with a plan together using our Guaranteed approach – whether that’s together or you going it solo.  

It’s your time. Let us help. 

Apply here to begin the journey. 

With momentum, 

 

Jeremiah Desmarais 

Founder, Agency Growth Academy 

  

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com/
http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com/
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What Advisors and Executives Are Saying About the Agency Growth Academy 

and Working With Jeremiah Desmarais 

 

“We have just seen an explosion of business because of this with that one day of strategy that 
you went over this. It's the first time in a long time that my phone has rang for something else other 
than me making a co-worker knocking on the door.” Michael B. - Ohio 

 

 

“After the new adjustments I have had 75% respond of the leads purchased leads on Saturday, one 
group possibility, one linked thru my … email and signed up for my Aweber newsletter. That is 
100% better than prior efforts... I can't wait to implement more of the suggestions.” - Mary H., CO 

 

 

“I wrote $8,327 in less than 24hrs with just ONE of your strategies that took me 20 minutes to 
execute, Jeremiah. Thank YOU!” - M. C, Agency Principal 

 

 

“One of the best marketing minds I have come across from my 20 years in the health care industry.” 
Frederick Karutz, Former VP of Blue Cross Blue Shield Illinois 

 

 
 

“Working with Jeremiah has truly been one of the highlights of my career. We have all heard that 
if you want something done right you do it yourself. I would like to add that if you want something 
done right you have Jeremiah on your team.” J.R. Jordan, Senior Vice President at Colorado Bankers 
Services 

 

 

“The entire Anthem team there was incredibly impressed and we look forward to working with 
Jeremiah in the future” - James Long, Anthem 

 

 

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com
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“I worked with Jeremiah on some advisor training events and soon realized that he is a leader in his 

field. He is quick to recognize the industry trends & future business needs of brokers & customers” 

Chas Pierce, Executive - CIGNA 

 

 

“He is one of the best motivational speakers I have met in the insurance industry bar none. Sharp, 

trustworthy, highly organized, detail oriented and a true professional. He is truly One-Of-A-Kind!!” 

- Maha Roberts, Warner Pacific 

 

 

 

“He doesn’t just step out of the box; he blows it up.” 

Ken Doyle - Executive Director of Sales at LISI 

 

“I have learned more from Jeremiah about building an industry leading business and developing 
long-lasting relationships, than I could possibly have learned from even the most comprehensive 
Executive MBA programs.” Tom Carolan, President & CEO at Parasol Leads 

 

 

“The greatest hope that a company can have for a marketing team is to frame their products and 
services in a way that they nearly sell themselves. Organizations lucky enough to unleash Jeremiah 
on their customers will see him turn any audience (be it online of off) into a steady stream of eager 
customers ready to purchase. Jeremiah’s your man.” 

Michael Mahoney, Vice President of Consumer Marketing at GoHealth 

 

 

“Jeremiah is universally recognized as a pioneer in his approach and talents as a leading marketer 
and thought leader on internet sales and consumer insurance strategies. He is more knowledgeable 
on practical solutions to sell, market and create success in individual insurance than anyone on the 
planet.” - Ken Sloan, United HealthCare 

 

 

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com
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“I felt so empowered that I definitely know that if you put into practice all the suggestions that you 

gave us, we will have results. I would highly recommend this program to any broker who wants to 

succeed in this ever-changing market that we're in. The course is definitely worth every penny. I 

actually felt that we underpaid you because the information is just so valuable. One of the things that 

I did right away was implement the marketing strategies on suggestions that you gave us for 

LinkedIn. By just changing a few of the keywords, I was able to rank number one.” 

Liliana Verduzco, Employee benefits Advisor, California 

 

 

 

 

“Jeremiah, I shared this stealth email with our team last week and in a few hours we wrote a new 
personal lines account but more importantly ended up with two January appointments with 
$50,000+ commission potential accounts. So this was magic for everyone.” Lynne W. Agency 
Principal 

 

About Jeremiah Desmarais 

Labeled “One the greatest marketing minds in the insurance 

industry” by insurance executives and thought leaders, Jeremiah 

Desmarais is the top ranked award-winning insurance marketing 

advisor, strategist and marketer with over 23 awards and 

recognitions for his revenue boosting initiatives at companies 

such as Norvax/GoHealth, Applied Systems, United Healthcare, 

Aetna, Humana, Allstate, the United Nations and over 100,000 agents in 51 countries.  

A TED speaker, he is ranked as one of the country’s Top 40 Direct Marketers Under 40. He’s trained the 

top producers — agents that make six and seven figures a month — on marketing, strategy and 

positioning, from some of the top FMOs, GA’s and carriers in the nation including: United HealthCare, 

Northwestern Mutual, GoldenRule, State Farm, Liberty Mutual, MetLife, Allstate, Aetna, Humana, Blue 

Cross Blue Shield, Anthem, Universal American, GoHealth, CIGNA and many more. As the founder of the 

Agency Growth Academy, he teaches agents and principals how to use the internet to generate more 

leads and sales. He’s ranked in the Top 1% on LinkedIn. 

Would you like to work with Jeremiah? Get free videos and training here. 

http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com/
http://www.agencygrowthacademy.com

